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Thickness-dependent energetics for Pb adatoms on low-index Pb nanofilm
surfaces: First-principles calculations
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Adsorption, interaction, and diffusion of adatoms on surfaces control growth and relaxation of epitaxial
nanostructures and nanofilms. Previous reports of key diffusion barriers for Pb diffusion on low-index Pb
surfaces are limited in scope and accuracy. Thus, we apply density functional theory (DFT) to calculate the
adsorption and diffusion energetics for a Pb adatom on Pb(111), Pb(100), and Pb(110) nanofilms with different
thicknesses. We find that these quantities exhibit damped oscillatory variation with increasing film thickness.
For Pb(111) films, energetics along the minimum energy path for Pb adatom diffusion between adjacent fcc and
hcp sites varies significantly with film thickness, its form differing from other metal-on-metal(111) systems. For
Pb(111) and Pb(100) nanofilms, diffusion barriers obtained for both adatom hopping and exchange mechanism
differ significantly from previous DFT results. Hopping is favored over exchange for Pb(111), and the opposite
applies for Pb(100). For Pb(110) nanofilms, Pb adatom hopping over an in-channel bridge is most facile, then
in-channel exchange, then cross-channel exchange, with cross-channel hopping least favorable. We also assess
lateral Pb adatom interactions, and characterize island nucleation during deposition on Pb(111).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Epitaxial growth and relaxation of Pb nanostructures and
nanofilms is of continuing interest [1–32]. Diffusion of Pb
adatoms on film surfaces or nanostructure facets is the key
underlying process. Most interest has focused on ultrathin
Pb(111) nanofilms which are the prototype for quantum films,
a fundamentally important condensed matter phenomenon.
Such films can exhibit robust oscillations in electronic
structure with increasing film thickness [33]. The physical
origin of such quantum size effects (QSEs) is associated with
confinement of free electrons between the upper and lower
boundaries of the film, detailed behavior reflecting a matching
relationship between the metal Fermi wavelength and the in-
terlayer spacing of film [33–37]. The oscillations in electronic
structure, in turn, result in the variations in other properties,
e.g., thermal stability [1,3,5,6,9–12], superconducting critical
temperature [38]. the perpendicular upper critical field [39],
surface adhesion [40], thermal-expansion coefficient [41],
work function [25], conductivity [31], etc. It can be anticipated
that this intriguing variation of properties as a function of
film thickness has potential applications in fabrication of
nanodevices with desired functionalities.

Unusual growth and relaxation kinetics have been observed
from scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments for
Pb(111) nanofilms on Si(111)-(7 × 7). For example, the den-
sity of Pb islands nucleated during Pb deposition on Pb(111)
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films with the thickness of 4 atomic layers or monolayers
(ML) at 40 K is higher by a factor of 60 from that for 5-ML
Pb(111) films [19,21,24]. Experiments also show distinct
growth modes, e.g., formation of single- or double-layer
ring structures on 5-, 6-, and 7-ML Pb(111) islands in a
higher-temperature range from 180 to 240 K [15–18]. Finally,
novel post-deposition coarsening behavior is also observed in
these systems [20,22]. To explain such unusual behavior, some
analytic theories have been suggested, and some models have
been analyzed by kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations
[15,17,24]. However, there remain uncertainties in part related
to the complexity of such a quantum system, but also because
kinetic phenomena are very sensitive to the choice of energetic
parameters. This partly motivates our analysis in this work.

Recent interest has also developed in Pb adatom diffusion
on other low-index faces of Pb. This derives from use
of electrochemical deposition to fabricate an atomic-scale
quantum conductance switch [42], noting that Pb can be
utilized as an electrode material for a multivalent-metal switch
[30,32,43]. Deposition of Pb atoms from the electrolyte onto
Pb electrodes leads to formation of a contact with a single
atom or a two-atom chain at the narrowest part of the junction
[30,43]. This process is controlled by diffusion of Pb atoms
on low-index (111), (100), and (110) facets (which have the
lowest surface energies) of the two electrodes. Therefore,
precise determination of minimum energy paths (MEPs) and
corresponding diffusion barriers on these facets is important.

In this work, we perform extensive first-principles density
functional theory (DFT) calculations for adsorption and diffu-
sion properties of a Pb adatom on low-index Pb(111), Pb(100),
and Pb(110) nanofilms, as well as of other selected quantities.
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We use the climbing nudged-elastic-band (cNEB) method
[44,45] to obtain MEPs for Pb adatom diffusion, considering
the two basic types of surface diffusion mechanism: single
adatom hopping on the surface, and exchange between the
adatom and an adjacent surface-lattice atom [46,47]. Having
the MEP, one can readily determine the corresponding diffu-
sion barrier, the key quantity for modeling epitaxial growth of
nanostructures.

In Sec. II we first describe the DFT method used in our
calculations. Then, to verify the reliability of different density
functionals, we determine the bulk properties of fcc Pb crystal
and surface energies of three types of low-index Pb nanofilms,
and compare the obtained DFT values with experimental
values. Third, we present the formulation for calculating
adsorption energies, diffusion barriers, and corresponding
diffusion rates. Fourth, we describe the determination of lateral
interactions between adatoms on Pb film surfaces. These
barriers and interactions are needed for modeling film growth
and relaxation. In Secs. III, IV, and V we show and discuss
the DFT results for adsorption and diffusion of Pb adatoms
on Pb(111), Pb(100), and Pb(110) nanofilms, respectively. In
Sec. VI we discuss some consequences of our results for Pb
on Pb(111) for island nucleation on this surface. Finally, in
Sec. VII we provide a summary.

II. DFT METHODOLOGY AND KEY ANALYSES

Our DFT calculations are performed using the plane-
wave-based Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)
code [48,49]. The projector augmented-wave (PAW) method
[50] is utilized for the electron-core interactions with the
pseudopotentials released in 2013 by the VASP group. In
previous literature [13,51,52], ultrasoft pseudopotentials [53]
were employed in their DFT calculations for surface energies
of Pb nanofilms. As a test, we also used ultrasoft pseudopo-
tentials to calculate surface energies of Pb(111) nanofilms
from 1 to 31 ML, and obtained almost-coincident values
with those from PAW method. Thus, in this work we use
the PAW method rather than computationally more expensive
ultrasoft pseudopotentials [54]. In addition, our tests show
that the inclusion of inner 5d10 orbitals in electronic shell
(as done in previous literature [51]) is extremely expensive
computationally and does not result in a significant change in
surface energy. Therefore, we only take the outermost 6s26p2

orbitals as valence states in our work. The energy cutoff of
the plane-wave basis in our surface calculations are set to be
200 eV (versus the VASP default value of 97.973 eV), which
suffices for accurately describing the energetics discussed in
this work. Surfaces are represented by periodically repeated
slabs. To avoid slab-slab interaction, the vacuum thickness
between two adjacent slabs is always taken to be 1.6 nm.
Further increasing the vacuum thickness does not significantly
alter energy differences in our calculations. The converged
magnitude of the forces on all relaxed atoms is always less
than 0.1 eV/nm. The size of the supercell and the number of
k points depend on the calculated system, and will be specified
in the corresponding sections below.

Predictions for surface energetics can depend on the choice
of electronic exchange-correlation energy functional. Re-
cently, Perdew et al. have developed a revised Perdew-Burke-

TABLE I. Lattice constant a (in nm), cohesive energy Ec (in
eV/atom), bulk modulus B (in GPa), and relaxed monovacancy
formation energy E1v

f (in eV) of bulk fcc Pb crystal from our PBE
and PBEsol calculations, compared with experimental values.

a Ec B E1v
f

PBE 0.5028 2.99 40.5 0.42
PBEsol 0.4928 3.38 48.5 0.52
Experiment 0.4915a 2.03b 47.3c ≥0.53d

0.50e

0.58f

aExtrapolation to 0 K [56].
bExtrapolation to 0 K [57].
cAfter removal of finite-temperature and zero-point effects [58].
dDilatometric and x-ray measurements [59].
eAngular correlation measurements [60].
fAngular correlation measurements [61].

Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
that can improve equilibrium properties of densely packed
solids and their surfaces [55]. The abbreviation “PBEsol” is
used to denote this functional. Given our focus on surface
properties, we primarily utilize the PBEsol functional but
compare against predictions from the original PBE functional
for bulk properties of fcc Pb, and also for surface energies of
three types of low-index Pb films.

A. Bulk properties

We first calculate the bulk properties of fcc Pb crystal,
including lattice constant a, cohesive energy Ec, bulk mod-
ulus B, and relaxed monovacancy formation energy E1v

f , by
using both PBE and PBEsol functionals, respectively. Table I
shows that values of a, B, and E1v

f from PBEsol are much
closer to experiment than the values from PBE, although the
Ec value from PBE is slightly better than that from PBEsol.
Thus, overall PBEsol GGA is more reliable than PBE GGA
for calculating the bulk properties of Pb crystal.

In the calculations for a and Ec, we use the primitive cell
and a k mesh of 61 × 61 × 61 with an energy cutoff of 400 eV.
For B, we use a cubic cell of 1 × 1 × 1 (in units of a) and a
k mesh of 61 × 61 × 61 with an energy cutoff of 200 eV. For
E1v

f , we use a cubic cell of 4 × 4 × 4 and a k mesh of 5 × 5 × 5
with an energy cutoff of 200 eV.

B. Surface energies

For comparison with the film thickness dependence of
adsorption and diffusion properties in following sections, we
first benchmark the behavior of surface energies for three types
of low-index Pb films. The surface energy γ of an unsupported
film with thickness L is calculated as

γ (L) = EL − NLσbulk

2A
, (1)

where EL is the total energy of the slab representing the film in
a supercell, NL is the total number of atoms in the supercell, A
is the area of the bottom or top face of the supercell, and σbulk

is the energy per atom in the bulk crystal. DFT calculations of
surface energy versus film thickness for Pb(111), Pb(100), and
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FIG. 1. Surface energies γ (upper panel) and stability indices �μ (lower panel) versus Pb film thickness L from our PBEsol calculations.
(a) and (b) Pb(111), (c) and (d) Pb(100), and (e) and (f) Pb(110). The curves for fixed and relaxed films are indicated by different colors and
symbols.

Pb(110) using PW91 or PBE functionals have been reported
previously [36,51,52,62]. Here we provide new PBEsol results
which differ significantly from the PW91 or PBE results.
Figures 1(a), 1(c), and 1(e) show the curves of γ as a function of
film thickness from our PBEsol calculations for both fixed and
relaxed Pb(111), Pb(100), and Pb(110) freestanding nanofilms,
respectively. PBE results are not shown as they do not differ
significantly from those obtained using old pseudopotentials
available before 2013 [36].

The second-order energy difference per unit area,

�μ(L) = EL+1 + EL−1 − 2EL

A
, (2)

measures thermodynamic stability of a nanofilm with the
thickness L: for �μ(L) < 0, a film with L is unstable against
bifurcation to thicknesses L ± 1; for �μ(L) > 0, the film is
stable [36,63]. Figures 1(b), 1(d), and 1(f) shows the stability
index �μ as a function of L for both fixed and relaxed Pb(111),
Pb(100), and Pb(110) nanofilms, respectively. Film stability
versus L and associated beat phenomenon have been reported
previously [9,36].

Analysis based on a noninteracting electron-gas model
(EGM) [33,36] shows that if the interlayer spacing d of a metal
film is related to the half Fermi wavelength via λF/2, i.e.,

jd ≈ mλF/2, (3)

where both j > 1 and m are the smallest possible positive
integers with no common factor, then surface energy (and
other properties) as a function of film thickness will display
damped oscillations with a period of jd. If mλF/2 is
sufficiently close but not exactly equal to jd, then oscillations
with a period of jd will be modulated into a beating pattern
with a beat period of �d, where

� = 1

|m − 2jd/λF| . (4)

For Pb(111) films with the experimental bulk lattice constant
a = 0.4915 nm (corresponding interlayer spacing d =
0.2838 nm) and Fermi wavelength λF = 0.3962 nm, one can
choose j = 2 when m is taken as the integer 3 to satisfy Eq. (3).

Thus, γ and �μ will oscillate with the period of 2d = 2 ML
and with a beat period of �d = 7.42 ML from Eq. (4). This
analysis is clearly in excellent agreement with the DFT results,
as indicated by black curves with circles in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).

For Pb(100) and Pb(110) films, oscillations in surface
energy from DFT analysis [see Figs. 1(c)–1(f)] cannot be
explained by EGM analysis. These oscillations have been
attributed to crystalline lattice effects for the fcc metal [36].
Different arguments from band-structure analyses for bilayer
oscillations in the Pb(100) surface energy [as shown in
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)] are provided by Yu et al. [62] and Wei
et al. [52].

Figure 1 shows that the patterns after relaxation have
subtle differences from those before relaxation. For Pb(111)
films with smaller L, these differences, e.g., in amplitude,
are relatively large. In particular, around the first odd-even
switch point [see Fig. 1(b)], the signs of �μ of L = 7 and
8 after relaxation become opposite to those before relaxation
(the beat period is shortened by 1 ML after relaxation). The
differences in �μ between fixed and relaxed curves will
gradually disappear with increasing L. Similar to Pb(111), the
relaxation effects for Pb(100) and Pb(110) become weaker for
larger L. However, relative to Pb(100), the relaxation effects
for Pb(110) are overall more noticeable. A qualitative analysis
of the effect of interlayer relaxation is given as Appendix A.

In Table II we compare experimental values surface
energies γ111, γ100, and γ110 for bulk Pb(111), Pb(100) and
Pb(110) films, respectively, with DFT values averaged over
thicknesses L = 26 to 31. Although the L dependence from
PBEsol and PBE calculations are similar, magnitudes of γ

from PBEsol are much closer to experimental values.
In the DFT calculations of surface energies for Pb(111),

Pb(100) and Pb(110) films, we always use a 1 × 1 supercell
with a k mesh of 51 × 51 × 1. The lateral sizes m and n in any
supercell m × n for calculating a surface are always in units of
their corresponding surface lattice constants: a/

√
2 for (111)

or (100); a and a/
√

2 for (110) along x and y directions,
respectively. For details of how to extract convergent surface
energies from our slab calculations, see the Supplemental
Material [64].
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TABLE II. Surface energies γ111, γ100, and γ110 (in units of
mJ/m2) of fixed and relaxed Pb(111), Pb(100), and Pb(110) bulk
films, respectively, from our PBE and PBEsol calculations are
compared with experimental values. All these bulk-film surface
energies from PBE and PBEsol calculations are obtained by averaging
over the film thicknesses from L = 26 to 31 (also see Fig. 1).

γ111 γ100 γ110

PBE fixed 301 362 402
relaxed 275 321 337

PBEsol fixed 401 471 519
relaxed 378 436 453

Experimenta 441 468 482

aAt 323 K [65].

C. Adsorption energies, diffusion barriers, and diffusion rates

In the following sections, we will determine the variation
of adsorption energies and diffusion barriers for Pb adatoms
on Pb(111), Pb(100) and Pb(110) nanofilms with increasing
thickness. They are key thermodynamic and kinetic quantities,
respectively. As described in Sec. II, the PBEsol functional
can improve predictions of most bulk properties of Pb crystal
and is intended for reliable analysis of surface energies. Thus,
below we mainly present PBEsol results, but sometimes also
compare with PBE results.

The adsorption energy of a Pb adatom at a site of type Q on
a substrate slab can be defined as

Ead(Q) = EQ − Eslab − EPb, (5)

where EQ is the total energy of the slab with the adatom
at the site Q, Eslab is the total energy of slab without
adatom, and EPb is the self-energy of one isolated gas-phase
Pb atom. EQ, Eslab, and EPb are directly obtained from
DFT calculations. We will sometimes consider the energy
difference �E(Q1-Q2) = Ead(Q2) − Ead(Q1) = EQ2 − EQ1

between two distinct types of adsorption sites Q1 and Q2.
The diffusion barrier Ed(hop) for adatom hopping is defined
as the energy difference (or adsorption energy difference)
between the lowest-energy adsorption site and the transition
state (TS), which is the highest saddle point on a MEP between

adjacent lowest-energy adsorption sites. We will also consider
the diffusion barrier Ed(exchange) for two-atom exchange,
which will be explicitly defined in the subsequent subsections.

For determination of diffusion rates r , either for hopping or
exchange, we adopt an Arrhenius form

r = νe−Ed/(kBT ), (6)

where ν denotes the attempt frequency, kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, and T denotes the surface temperature. The diffusion
rates provide input for modeling film growth and relaxation,
as will be discussed in Sec. VI.

D. Lateral interaction energetics

Lateral interactions between Pb adatoms impact both
nucleation and growth of Pb islands on a film surface during
deposition, and also post-deposition coarsening. Specifically,
these interactions modify rates for diffusion at islands edges
and control rates for attachment-detachment processes. A
simple assessment of the lateral interactions within 1 ML
adsorbed on a substrate film of thickness L comes from
determining the total lateral interaction per atom,

�tot = E1ML − Ead, (7)

where E1ML = �EL − EPb contains the total adsorption plus
interaction energy per atom, and �EL = EL+1 − EL with
EL+1 and EL being the total energies of 1 × 1-unit-cell
slabs of thicknesses L + 1 and L, respectively. Also, Ead is
the adsorption energy for an isolated adatom on a slab of
thickness L at the same site as that of an atom in the adsorbed
ML. It is natural to extract an effective pairwise interaction
ωp1,eff from �tot. Note that each atom shares z = 6, 4, and 2
effective nearest-neighbor (NN) bonds with adjacent atoms for
(111), (100), and (110) surfaces, respectively. Thus, we assign

ωp1,eff = 2�tot/z. (8)

In Fig. 2 we show E1M and ωp1,eff versus Pb(111), Pb(100),
and Pb(110) film thickness L, using Eqs. (7) and (8). For the
thicker films, our PBEsol results indicate the values of ωp1,eff

varying around −0.25, −0.17, and −0.18 eV for Pb(111),

FIG. 2. Total (adsorption plus interaction) energy E1M and effective pair interaction ωp1,eff for 1 ML adsorbed on (a) and (b) Pb(111) fcc
sites; (c) and (d) Pb(100) 4fh sites; (e) and (f) Pb(110) 4fh sites versus film thickness L from our PBEsol calculations.
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Pb(100), and Pb(110) surface, respectively. For more details,
see Table S1 of the Supplemental Material [64].

III. ADATOM ENERGETICS ON Pb(111)

A. Adsorption energies

Previously, Chan et al. [13] performed DFT calculations
using ultrasoft-pseudopotential PW91 GGA for adsorption
energies of a Pb adatom on Pb(111) films with the thicknesses
from 3 to 9 ML. They use a unit cell of 4 × 4 and a k mesh of
4 × 4 × 1. From our tests, a larger unit cell, e.g., 5 × 5 at least,
is necessary for convergence of adsorption energies, and thus
we use the 5 × 5 unit cell in our PAW PBEsol calculations for
adsorption energies. Also, from a series of k-point convergence
tests, to be more accurate, we use a k mesh of 9 × 9 × 1.
Figure 3 shows Ead(fcc) and Ead(hcp), which are the adsorption
energies of Pb adatom on hcp and fcc sites of Pb(111) film
surface for film thicknesses from 1 to 20 ML, respectively.
There is no distinction between fcc and hcp for L = 1. In
the calculations of Fig. 3, we always fix the bottommost ML
and relax all other atoms. Note that the values of Ead(fcc)
and Ead(hcp) are calculated from Eq. (5), and have a different
energy reference from the definition of Chan et al. [13]

Compared with Fig. 3(b) of Chan et al. [13], the overall
shapes of curves from L = 3 to 9 in Fig. 3 are similar, but there
are significant differences in other aspects. For example, in our
results from Fig. 3, except for L = 1 and 7, Ead(hcp) is always
lower than Ead(fcc) (i.e., hcp site is more favorable than fcc site
for adatom adsorption), while in Chan et al.’s results, for
3-ML film, Ead(hcp) is higher than Ead(fcc) (i.e., the fcc site is
more favorable). For comparison, we also show the adsorption
energy difference �Ead(hcp-fcc) = Ead(fcc) − Ead(hcp) in
Fig. 3(b), which has noticeable difference in both curve shape
and magnitude from Chan et al.’s Fig. 2(b) (where they
inappropriately identify the diffusion barrier as the adsorption
energy difference of a Pb adatom between fcc and hcp sites)
[13]. From L = 8 to 9, our result shows an increase of ∼8 meV
in �Ead(hcp-fcc), contrasting a decrease of ∼17 meV in Chan
et al.’s Fig. 2(b) [13]. In contrast to the γ and �μ curves in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), the Ead curves in Fig. 3(a) become more
irregular, and a brief analysis on this is provided in Appendix B.

B. Diffusion barriers

Previously we have used a constrained-relaxation method
to estimate various diffusion barriers of a Pb adatom across
or between facets of a Pb mesa using the empirical MEAM
potential [20,67]. In the present work, to obtain more reliable
diffusion barriers, we use the cNEB method to calculate the
MEP of an adatom diffusing on the surface. Figure 4 shows the
cNEB MEPs from our PBEsol calculations for a Pb adatom
diffusing between NN fcc and hcp sites on 1- to 12-ML
Pb(111) film surfaces, respectively. In these calculations, the
fully relaxed configuration with the adatom at a hcp (fcc) site
is always taken to be the first (second) cNEB endpoint and
corresponds to the leftmost (rightmost) point on MEPs in
Fig. 4. By symmetry, the full MEP between two NN hcp (or
fcc) sites follows directly from the more restricted MEP in
Fig. 4. For geometric details of fcc, hcp, and bridge sites, see
the inset in Fig. 3(a).

FIG. 3. (a) Adsorption energies of Pb adatom at fcc and hcp
sites versus Pb(111) film thickness L from our PBEsol calculations.
Inset illustrates fcc, hcp, and bridge sites of Pb(111) surface.
(b) Adsorption energy difference �Ead(hcp-fcc) = Ead(fcc) −
Ead(hcp). (c) Diffusion barriers of Pb adatom hopping from hcp site
to fcc site from our cNEB calculations. For corresponding MEPs,
see Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, for L > 2, the MEP curves are double-peaked
(L = 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,...) or nearly so (L = 4 and 9), in
contrast to the expected single-peaked form with a maximum
TS at the bridge site (e.g., that from earlier analysis with the
empirical MEAM potential [67]). Consistently we checked
the configuration geometry for each cNEB image, and found
for L > 2 that the bridge site does not correspond to a saddle
point but is often a local minimum. This does contrast behavior
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FIG. 4. MEPs of Pb adatom hopping from hcp (left endpoint) to
fcc (right endpoint) sites versus Pb(111) film thickness L from our
PBEsol calculations using the cNEB method. Dots represent cNEB
images, and the corresponding curves are generated from a modified
Bézier method [66] by fitting the energies of ten data points (dots)
versus reaction coordinates. Similar statement for other MEP figures
below.

for other hexagonal close-packed metal (111) surfaces. See
DFT calculations by Bogicevic et al. [68] for Al/Al(111) and
Cu/Cu(111) using a constrained-relaxation method, and by
Hayat et al. [69] for Cu/Ag(111) using a dragging method. The
unusual behavior for Pb is probably related to larger relaxation
of substrate atoms (as we checked for the configuration geome-
tries of cNEB images), i.e., Pb is liquidlike or soft, relative to
Al, Cu, Ag, etc. Correspondingly, Pb has a significantly smaller

cohesive energy (2.03 eV/atom) than Al (3.39 eV/atom), Cu
(3.49 eV/atom), Ag (2.95 eV/atom), etc. [57].

The diffusion barrier Ed for Pb adatom hopping from
hcp site to fcc site is obtained from the difference between
the energy (ETS) at the highest saddle point and the energy
(usually Ehcp at hcp site) at the most stable adsorption site. By
comparing Fig. 3(c) with Figs. 3(b) and 3(a), Ed as a function
of L > 1 is roughly in-phase with that of �Ead(hcp-fcc),
but is antiphase to Ead for some L values. We also note
that the oscillations in �Ead(hcp-fcc) even up to L = 20 are
still strong, similar to Fe/Pb(111) [70]. Because the cNEB
calculations for thicker films are much more expensive, we
calculate Ed only up to L = 12, but we believe that Ed has
similar oscillations to �Ead(hcp-fcc) for L = 13 to 20 (see
Fig. 3). Additional information on Ed is given in Table S2 [64]
including a comparison with the quite different results from
Lin et al. [30]. In addition, one can expect that the exchange
diffusion between the adatom and one (111) surface atom
should be unfavorable over hopping diffusion of the adatom.
Confirmation of this feature, and comparison with Lin et al.’s
results, are provided in Appendix C.

C. Lateral interactions

Given the availability of systematic studies of the nucleation
and growth of islands during Pb deposition on Pb(111), a
more detailed assessment of lateral adatom interactions, which
impact this process, is appropriate. Specifically, we assess
the variation of these interactions with film thickness L. The
values of energies from our DFT calculations are provided
in Tables S2–S6 [64]. In Figs. 5(a)–5(d) we show the total
adsorption plus interaction energy per adatom for a Pb
pair and a trimer: Ep1 = (Edimer − Eslab)/2 − EPb and Et1 =
(Etrimer − Eslab)/3 − EPb, as well as pair interaction ωp1 =
2(Ep1 − Ead) and trio interaction ωt1 = 3(Ep1 − Ead − ωp1),
where Edimer(trimer) is the total energy of the slab with a dimer
(trimer) adsorbed at two (three) NN fcc or hcp sites (the

FIG. 5. Energetics for Pb (a) and (b) dimers; (c) and (d) trimers; (e) and (f) 1 ML adsorbed at fcc or hcp sites (as indicated in corresponding
insets) on Pb(111) film surface versus thickness L from our PBEsol calculations. For more details, see Tables S2–S6 [64].
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geometries are indicated in corresponding insets), and Eslab

is the total energy of the clean slab. Edimer(trimer), Eslab, and
EPb can be directly obtained from DFT calculations, and
corresponding Ead values have been shown in Fig. 3(a).

While adsorption of isolated adatoms on hcp sites is
generally preferred (as discussed in Sec. III A), Pb ad-dimers
generally prefer fcc sites; see Fig. 5(a). This feature is
explained by the substantially stronger pair attraction between
the NN Pb atoms on fcc (versus hcp) sites; see Fig. 5(b).
Similarly, the trimers (of two distinct types with differing
orientations A and B) also prefer fcc over hcp sites; see
Fig. 5(c). More detailed analysis reveals the presence of a
substantial repulsive trio interaction, which is actually stronger
for the trimer on fcc sites than on hcp sites, see Fig. 5(d).
However, the effect of the pair interactions dominates in
determining the site preference. These observations, together
with those below indicating a positive stacking fault formation
energy, make it clear why fcc rather than stacking fault hcp
islands nucleate and grow in this system.

We also assess the per-atom total (adsorption plus interac-
tion) energy E1M for a complete layer with the atoms adsorbed
on both fcc and also hcp sites. Figure 5(e) reveals that fcc
stacking is always preferred [fcc energy curve here is the same
as that in Fig. 2(a)]. The difference between the higher hcp and
lower fcc energies corresponds to the stacking fault formation
energy. From E1ML we can also extract the per-atom total
lateral interaction energy �tot using Eq. (7). E1ML and �tot

versus Pb(111) film thickness L are shown in Figs. 5(e) and
5(f), respectively. If one assumes that only NN pair interactions
ωp1 and trio interactions ωt1(A or B) are significant, then
one has that �tot ≈ 3ωp1 + ωt1(A) + ωt1(B). However, for
thicker films, e.g., for L = 15, �tot(fcc) = −0.758 eV versus
3ωp1(ff) + ωt1(fff-A) + ωt1(fff-B) = −1.163 eV. This reveals
the existence of additional significant lateral interactions which
are overall repulsive.

IV. ADATOM ENERGETICS ON Pb(100)

A. Adsorption energies

Adsorption energies Ead of a Pb adatom at 4fh and bridge
sites versus Pb(100) film thickness L from our PBEsol
calculations are shown in Fig. 6(a). Both Ead(4fh) and
Ead(bridge) exhibit bilayer oscillations with the same phase,
which however are opposite to the phase of γ in Fig. 1(c). This
indicates that, unlike Pb(111) case, interlayer and intralayer
relaxations of Pb(100) nanofilm with Pb adatoms are not strong
enough to destroy the regularity of bilayer oscillations in clean
Pb(100) nanofilm. In all DFT calculations for Fig. 6, we always
use a 5 × 5 unit cell with the k mesh of 9 × 9 × 1, and fix the
bottom 1 ML but incorporate relaxation of other atoms.

B. Diffusion barriers

For a surface system of fourfold symmetry, it is expected
[46,71–74] that the hopping barrier can be simply obtained
from the energy difference

Ed(hop) = �E(4fh-bridge) = Ebridge − E4fh, (9)

where E4fh (Ebridge) is the optimized total energy of system
by directly relaxing the adatom at the 4fh (bridge) site.
Nonetheless, we still made a few cNEB tests for Pb on Pb(100)

FIG. 6. (a) Adsorption energies of Pb adatom at 4fh and bridge
sites versus Pb(100) film thickness L from our PBEsol calculations.
Inset illustrates 4fh and bridge sites of Pb(100) surface. (b) Hopping
barriers from Eq. (9). Inset indicates the hopping process for adatom
A. (c) Exchange barriers from Eq. (10). Inset indicates the two-atom
exchange process: the initial adatom A kicks the surface atom S out
of the surface lattice and takes the place of S; simultaneously S is
pushed to an adjacent 4fh site along diagonal direction and becomes
a new adatom.

surface and find that the MEP energy from the cNEB method
is always single-peaked, with the TS corresponding to the
optimized geometry by directly relaxing Pb adatom at the
bridge site. For instance, using the cNEB method for Pb adatom
on a 5-ML Pb(100) film with a 3 × 3 unit cell and a k mesh
of 11 × 11 × 1, we obtain a PBEsol (PBE) hopping barrier of
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689 (644) meV which is consistent with results 689 (640) meV
from Eq. (9). Consequently, only results from Eq. (9) are
reported for Pb(100).

Similarly, the energy barrier of two-atom exchange dif-
fusion on fcc (100) surfaces, see insets in Fig. 6(c), can
also be obtained by cNEB method or by directly relaxing
an appropriately built symmetric geometry. This approach
was used by Feibelman for Al/Al(100), where the two-atom
exchange mechanism was first proposed [46]. Then, the
exchange barrier is simply obtained from

Ed(exchange) = ETS − E4fh = ESR − E4fh, (10)

where ESR is the optimized energy by directly relaxing the
above appropriately built symmetric geometry. We describe
this as the symmetric-relaxation (SR) method. As a test, using
the cNEB method for Pb adatom on a 5-ML Pb(100) film with
a 3 × 3 unit cell and a k mesh of 11 × 11 × 1, we obtained a
PBEsol (PBE) exchange barrier of 385 (363) meV versus 386
(363) meV from the SR method using Eq. (10). In the test,
we also find that the MEP curve from the cNEB method is
single-peaked, and the TS just corresponds to the SR geometry.
This indicates the validity of the SR method. Appendix D
provides the details for how to appropriately build the initial
symmetric geometry.

Diffusion barriers Ed from PBEsol calculations for hopping
and exchange versus Pb(100) film thickness L are shown
in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), respectively. Ed for hopping still
exhibits strong oscillations, but some odd-even switch points
appear at L = 4, 8, 15,..., in contrast to the more regular
bilayer oscillations in Ead. Ed for exchange exhibits even
more irregular oscillations, this irregularity being attributed to
stronger relaxation during two-atom exchange than for adatom
hopping. A key result is that the exchange barrier for each L

is much smaller than the corresponding hopping barrier. For
additional results, see Table S7 [64].

Besides the above “standard” two-atom exchange along
the diagonal 〈100〉 direction, we also check the alternative
exchange along the close-packed 〈110〉 direction as illustrated
in Fig. 7. First, we perform a PBEsol cNEB calculation for
Pb adatom on a 5-ML Pb(100) film, and obtain the MEP shown
in Fig. 7(a). Then we also directly perform a SR calculation
with an initial geometry as illustrated in left image of Fig. 7(b),
and obtain the almost same energy and geometry [right image
of Fig. 7(b)] as those of saddle point in Fig. 7(a). Thus,
again the SR is reliable. From Fig. 7 we obtain an alternative
exchange barrier of 559 meV, which is between the hopping
barrier 701 meV and the standard exchange barrier 275 meV
(listed in Table S7 [64]).

Previous DFT analysis by Chang et al. found that the
standard two-atom diagonal exchange barrier of Ni adatom
on Ni(100) surface depends strongly on the surface unit-cell
size n × n, while the barrier for hopping is almost independent
of the cell size [75]. Here we also calculate the unit-cell size
dependence of hopping and exchange diffusion barriers for Pb
adatom on a 5-ML Pb(100) film. Figure 8 shows that unit-cell
size dependence for Pb/Pb(100) is analogous to that for
Ni/Ni(100) [75]. Using a 3 × 3 unit cell, Lin et al. [30] obtain
a PBE hopping barrier of 640 meV, which is the same as our
PBE result from the same unit-cell size; however, they obtain

FIG. 7. (a) The cNEB MEP of two-atom exchange along the
close-packed 〈110〉 direction on a 5-ML Pb(100) film from our
PBEsol calculations. Inset shows the geometries corresponding to
two endpoints and saddle point on the MEP, as indicated by arrows.
(b) Left: Initial geometry used to directly obtain the TS for two-atom
in-channel exchange diffusion by the SR method: initial adatom A and
surface atom S are aligned along 〈110〉 direction at the two original
4fh sites near the vacancy, and the initial height of both is set to be
a/5 relative to top surface atom. Right: After full relaxation of the
left configuration, it is optimized to a configuration with the almost
same energy and geometry as those of saddle point in (a).

a PBE exchange barrier of 470 meV, which is much larger than
our result of 363 meV (see Table S8 [64]) likely because they
only relax uppermost 2 ML of 5-ML Pb(100) substrate.

V. ADATOM ENERGETICS ON Pb(110)

A. Adsorption energies

Adsorption energies Ead from our PBEsol calculations for a
Pb adatom at 4fh sites, as well as in-channel and cross-channel

FIG. 8. Unit-cell size n × n dependence of diffusion barriers Ed

for hopping and two-atom diagonal exchange from our PBEsol and
PBE calculations for Pb adatom on a 5-ML Pb(100) film.
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FIG. 9. (a) Adsorption energies Ead(4fh), Ead(ibridge), and
Ead(xbridge) of Pb adatom at 4fh, in-channel bridge, and cross-
channel bridge sites versus Pb(110) film thickness L from our PBEsol
calculations, respectively. Inset illustrates the 4fh, in-channel bridge,
and cross-channel bridge sites of Pb(110) surface. (b) Adsorption
energy difference �Ead(4fh-ibridge) between 4fh site and in-channel
bridge site. (c) Adsorption energy difference �Ead(4fh-xbridge)
between 4fh site and cross-channel bridge site.

bridge sites, versus Pb(110) film thickness L are shown in
Fig. 9(a). Compared with Figs. 1(e) and 1(f), the Ead curves
in Fig. 9(a) retain similar features to the corresponding γ or
�μ curve. In all DFT calculations for Fig. 9, we choose a 4 × 5
unit cell with the k mesh of 9 × 9 × 1, and fix the bottom 1 ML
but allow to relax other atoms.

B. Diffusion barriers

To obtain the energy barrier of a Pb adatom hopping over
an in-channel or cross-channel bridge, we first simply calcu-
late the energy difference �Ead(4fh-bridge) = Ead(bridge) −
Ead(4fh), as expressed in Eq. (9). �Ead(4fh-ibridge) and
�Ead(4fh-xbridge), where ibridge (xbridge) denotes in-
channel (cross-channel) bridge, oscillate for L < 6 out-of-
phase with Ead(4fh) in Fig. 9(a), but they become more irreg-
ular for L > 6, as shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(c), respectively.

From Fig. 9(b), �Ead(4fh-ibridge) at L = 2 is negative, i.e.,
the energy of the Pb adatom at the in-channel bridge is lower
than that at the 4fh site. Thus, to obtain the diffusion barrier, we
have to perform a cNEB calculation in this case. We find that
the MEP between an adjacent 4fh and in-channel bridge sites is
single-peaked, with a TS midway between these two sites. This
TS is 71 (82) meV higher than the in-channel bridge site energy
from our PBEsol (PBE) cNEB calculation. This difference
corresponds to the hopping barrier. Except for this special case,
all other �Ead(4fh-ibridge) and �Ead(4fh-xbridge) are always
positive, as shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(c), and correspond to
adatom hopping barriers. To confirm this assignment, we also
performed the PBEsol and PBE cNEB calculations for Pb
adatom hopping over the in-channel and cross-channel bridges
on a 5-ML Pb(110) film, and obtained a single-peaked MEP
curve with the TS at the bridge site. From the above analysis,
we conclude that the hopping barrier over the in-channel bridge
is much smaller than that for the cross-channel bridge for
any thickness. See Figs. 9(b) and 9(c). Additional results are
reported in Table S9 [64].

Next, we characterize exchange diffusion. We first perform
a PBEsol cNEB calculation for a two-atom in-channel
exchange on a 5-ML Pb(110) film, and the obtained MEP is
shown in Fig. 10. Unlike exchange on Pb(100) film (where
the MEP is single-peaked) in Fig. 7, the MEP in Fig. 10
is double-peaked, and the symmetric configuration (see
the image 06) is not a saddle point but a local minimum.
Therefore, one cannot use a SR method to simply obtain the
in-channel exchange barrier for a (110) surface. Obviously,
two saddle points around images 04 and 08 are symmetric,
and yield a barrier of 514 meV, which is larger than the

FIG. 10. The MEP of a two-atom in-channel exchange on a 5-ML
Pb(110) film from our PBEsol cNEB calculation. Inset indicates the
configurations of key images (00, 04, 06, 08, and 11) during the
exchange of adatom A and surface atom S.
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FIG. 11. The MEP of a two-atom cross-channel exchange on a 5-
ML Pb(110) film from our PBEsol cNEB calculation. Inset indicates
the configurations of key images (00, 05, 07, 09, and 14) during the
exchange of adatom A and surface atom S.

hopping barrier over the in-channel bridge but significantly
smaller than that over the cross-channel bridge (see Table S9
for hopping barriers [64]). We note that the MEP curve shape
in Fig. 10 is similar to that for Al(110) surface [47], where
the MEP is also double-peaked.

Second, we perform a PBEsol cNEB calculation for a two-
atom cross-channel exchange on a 5-ML Pb(110) film, and
obtain a double-peaked MEP with two TS around images 05
and 09, the corresponding barrier being 446 meV, as shown
in Fig. 11. Note that the symmetric configuration (see the
inset for image 07 in Fig. 11) is a local minimum of 61 meV
below the two TS. This feature of MEP is different from that
for the Al/Al(110) system, where the symmetric configuration
corresponds to the TS instead of a local minimum [47]. Due
to the geometric symmetry of image 07, there is an alternate
two-atom in-channel exchange [47] with the same diffusion
barrier (i.e., 446 meV) as that of the cross-channel exchange.

According to Fichthorn et al.’s accelerated ab initio MD
simulations for Al/Al(110) [47,76], there is a dominant
diagonal exchange pathway for diffusion in the cross-channel
direction, for which no symmetric configuration is observed
along the MEP. For Pb/Pb(110), we also obtain an analogous
MEP when an initial cNEB trial path (denoted as path I), which
is simply from a linear interpolation between two endpoints
(images 00 and 14), is chosen. However, the associated single-
peaked MEP yields a barrier of 474 meV, which is 28 meV
higher than that for the cross-channel exchange pathway in
Fig. 11. Thus, this diagonal exchange mechanism does not
dominate that in Fig. 11. For the latter, we used an initial
cNEB path (denoted as path II), which is a combination of
two MEPs separately obtained from 00 to 07 and from 07 to
14, respectively. These results indicate that there are multiple
MEPs for the cross-channel exchange, which can be obtained
by taking different initial paths in the cNEB calculations.

For comparison, we also perform the cNEB calculations us-
ing PBE functional for cross-channel exchange. Taking path II
as the initial path, we obtain a double-peaked MEP similar to
the PBEsol result in Fig. 11, and the corresponding barrier is
416 meV. Taking path I as the initial path, we find that the
MEP curve has a shape transformation from single- to double-
peaked, finally optimized back to the shape obtained by taking

path II as the initial path. For the above PBEsol calculations,
however, we do not find such a MEP shape transformation.

VI. DISCUSSION OF ISLAND FORMATION ON Pb(111)

As noted in Sec. I, there exist several studies of Pb island
formation during Pb deposition on Pb(111) nanofilms of
different thicknesses supported on Si(111)-(7 × 7) at T =
40 K with a deposition rate of around F = 10−3/s [19,21,24].
These studies have provided high-quality STM data for island
densities and structures for both stable and unstable film
thicknesses. The key feature is that the island density on a
stable film is lower by a factor of 60 than on an unstable
film. The islands on the stable film are correspondingly far
larger with linear span from 40 to 60 nm and have a fully
developed fractal shape with arms of approximate width 3 to
5 nm. In contrast, the smaller islands of diameter around 5
to 7 nm on the unstable film are irregular but more compact
shapes. Let Ed,s (Ed,u) denoted the diffusion barrier on the
stable (unstable) film. For irreversible island formation on both
films, the difference in density ∝ eEd/(3kBT ) would correspond
to Ed,u − Ed,s ≈ 40 meV. This variation is somewhat larger
than the maximum variation around 30 meV in our DFT
results Ed for unsupported films in the range L = 3 to 12
[see Fig. 3(c)]. Thus, one might question this interpretation,
although it perhaps cannot be ruled out.

With regard to the assumption of irreversible island forma-
tion, this requires that the crossover parameter

Y = ν

F
e−(Ed+1.5ω∗

p1)/(kBT ) (11)

is below about Yc ≈ 10, where ω∗
p1 is a suitably defined NN

pair interaction, and again ν denotes the attempt frequency
for hopping [77]. This formulation is based on a model with
NN interactions ω∗

p1, and where trimers are significantly more
stable than dimers, as is satisfied for Pb/Pb(111). The appro-
priate designation for the NN pair interaction for Pb/Pb(111)
is ω∗

p1 = ωp1(ff) − 2�Ead(hcp-fcc), accounting for the weaker
adsorption energy of fcc sites (preferred by the dimer) relative
to hcp sites (preferred by adatoms). Given the large value
of ω∗

p1 ≈ 0.5 eV, one finds that Y is far below Yc for any
reasonable choice of the other parameters (e.g., Ed anywhere
in the range of 0.02 to 0.05 eV), indicating that island formation
should be irreversible. In contrast, previous modeling [24] used
a large Ed = 0.063 eV and small ω∗

p1 = 0.017 eV, together
with the choice of prefactor ν ≈ 1011/s, which corresponds to
reversible island formation. However, this modeling enforced
a critical size i = 1 for islands on unstable films generating
a high island density. Another issue is whether the observed
fractal islands can be achieved for large critical size (where
atoms can readily detach from kink sites which facilitates
formation of compact islands), as suggested in previous work.
However, we do not pursue this issue here.

For Pb(111), as described in Sec. III B, the hopping barrier
is very low, comparable to the thermal energy at room
temperature. In this regime, the Arrhenius expression Eq. (6)
may not reliably describe diffusion due to barrier recrossing
and other features. However, this approach is still reliable for
the low-T regime which is often of experimental interest for
fcc (111) surface. However, for higher barriers occurring in
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other cases, the Arrhenius form is reliable, and can, e.g., give
an accurate assessment of the relative contributions of hopping
and exchange to diffusion.

VII. SUMMARY

We have performed the first-principles DFT calculations
using PBEsol and PBE functionals to investigate key energetics
of Pb adatoms on Pb(111), Pb(100), and Pb(110) nanofilms
of various thicknesses. Both adsorption energy and diffusion
barrier as a function of film thickness exhibit a damped
oscillatory form. The presence of adatoms adsorbed on the
nanofilm surface will perturb the regularity of oscillations seen
in the thickness-dependent properties (e.g., surface energies)
of perfect slabs. The perturbation is strong for both Pb(111)
and Pb(110) nanofilms, and relatively weak for Pb(100).

For a Pb(111) nanofilm, our cNEB calculations often
reveal a double-peaked MEP form for Pb adatom hopping
between adjacent fcc and hcp sites. This behavior is different
from the typically expected and previously reported single-
peaked MEPs for other metal-on-metal(111) systems. For bulk
Pb(111) film, we obtain an estimated PBEsol (PBE) hopping
barrier of 28 (39) meV, much lower than that for three types of
two-atom exchange diffusion barriers of 300 meV or above.

For a Pb(100) film, the estimated PBEsol (PBE) hopping
barrier is 725 (678) meV, which is much higher than the two-
atom diagonal exchange diffusion barrier of 273 (252) meV
along the 〈100〉 direction. We also obtain a PBEsol two-atom
exchange barrier of 559 meV (which is in between the hopping
and diagonal diffusion barriers) along the 〈110〉 direction.

For a Pb(110) film, the estimates from our PBEsol (PBE)
calculations for the hopping barrier over in-channel and
cross-channel bridges are 289 (247) and 707 (599) meV,
respectively. We also obtain a PBEsol two-atom in-channel
exchange barrier of 514 meV, and a PBEsol (PBE) two-atom
cross-channel exchange barrier of 446 (416) meV. We find
that the MEP for the two-atom cross-channel exchange on
Pb(110) is double-peaked, and therefore different from the
single-peaked MEP obtained from previous calculations for
Al/Al(110) system [47].

The diffusion barrier values obtained from our DFT calcu-
lations for Pb(111) and Pb(100) have significant differences
from very limited results in previous literature (including those
from the early empirical MEAM potential [67] and recent DFT
calculations [30]). The diffusion barriers for Pb(110) were
not available before our work. We believe that the energetic
parameters and diffusion paths obtained from this work will
be crucial to understand and reliably simulate the epitaxial
growth of Pb nanostructures.

Finally, we mention one caveat with the above analysis.
Given that Pb is a heavy element, one might consider
the possibility that spin-orbit coupling (SOC) could modify
some electronic properties. However, this issue has not been
considered in any of the multiple previously published DFT
analyses of adsorption and diffusion processes in Pb surface
systems. Thus, we have performed several calculations of SOC
effects on various energies.

For bulk properties, SOC has little effect on lattice constant,
but does significantly impact cohesion energy (although the
latter does not necessarily translate to a significant effect on

surface properties of most interest). For the surface energies
of key interest, analysis incorporating SOC produces the
same trends for all three surfaces up to 7 ML (matching
the strong oscillations and other variations) shown in Fig. 1
for analysis without SOC. We now include these results in
Fig. S2 of the Supplemental Material [64]. Our additional
preliminary analysis does suggest some deviations in trends
for larger thicknesses, mainly for the (111) surface. Also, the
limiting value for surface energy for bulk films is modified
by SOC (as is clear by comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. S2),
but this does not affect the thickness-dependent relative film
stability, which is of particular experimental interest. We have
performed initial analysis (incorporating some approximations
to aid computational efficiency) on other quantities including
diffusion barriers. SOC has some effects on the barriers for
Pb(111) for L = 1 to 3, but little effect for L = 4 to 7
(preserving bilayer oscillations). For hopping and exchange
on Pb(100) and Pb(110), preliminary approximate analysis
reveals that SOC effects do not change the form of the variation
of barrier with film thickness, but produces somewhat lower
barriers by roughly 10% to 20%.
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APPENDIX A: INTERLAYER RELAXATION EFFECTS ON
SURFACE ENERGIES

For Pb(111) thin films with thickness L > 1, due to the
interlayer relaxation, the interlayer spacing will vary within
the film about an average value d̄ , which also deviates from
the bulk value. Also, the Fermi wavelength, denoted by
λ̃F, which depends on d̄ , will also correspondingly deviate.
Consequently, the “beat period” �̃ will not exactly equal the
previously cited � = 7.42 for different L because d̄/λ̃F is not
generally equal to d/λF [see Eq. (4)]. Figure 12(a) shows the
variation in the interlayer relaxation (characterized by d̄) as a
function of L. For all L > 1, d̄ − d < 0, i.e., the films shrink
relative to the bulk. Larger |d̄ − d| results in larger |�̃ − �|,
as shown in Fig. 12(b). Around a switch point, the shape of
γ or �μ curve is particularly sensitive to the value of �̃.
Specifically, for L = 7, �̃ becomes 5.91 after relaxation from
� = 7.42 before relaxation, and thus the first beat period of γ

or �μ curve is shortened by ∼1 ML, as mentioned in Sec. II B.
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FIG. 12. (a) Average interlayer spacing d̄ , and (b) beat period
�̃ versus relaxed Pb(111) film thickness L from our PBEsol
calculations. Horizontal green lines indicate the constant values of
d and � for the films fixed to bulk lattice.

Comparing relaxation effects for Pb(100) and Pb(110),
those for Pb(110) are larger overall, and the damping of the
average interlayer spacing d̄ (not shown here) with increasing
L is slower.

APPENDIX B: ADATOM-INDUCED INTRALAYER
RELAXATION

After an adatom is adsorbed on a surface, intralayer
relaxation occurs especially for the top ML around the
adsorption site on substrate. In Sec. II B and Appendix A
we have discussed the effects of interlayer relaxation on the
curves of γ and �μ versus L. In contrast to the black curves in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), the adsorption curves in Fig. 3(a) become
much more irregular than the red curves in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
This indicates that the intralayer relaxation induced by the
adatom produces much stronger disruption upon the regularity
of oscillations in Ead (than that seen for γ and �μ versus L)
due to interlayer relaxation of the clean substrate).

In calculations of Fig. 3, we use a 5 × 5 unit cell, which
corresponds an adatom coverage of 0.04 ML. It appears
that even for such small finite coverages, the adsorbed
adatoms can strongly alter the shape of quantum well and the
uniformity of electron distribution in a film versus a uniform
jellium slab [33] without the adatoms and therefore leads
to significant changes in quantum well states (QWSs) and
corresponding eigenvalues, which depend on the perturbation
details. Schwingenschlöl et al. performed DFT calculations
for the influence of Co adatoms on the QWSs existing in
Cu/Co(100) multilayers, and found that the typical oscillations
of the density of states at the Fermi level as a function of
Cu(100) film thickness are strongly perturbed by the presence
of adatoms on the surface [78].

In addition, making a comparison from Fig. 3(a) (for a
monomer) to Fig. 4(a) (for a dimer) to Fig. 4(c) (for a trimer)
to Fig. 4(e) (for a 1 ML) within a 5 × 5 unit cell, we also
note the evolution of the adsorption energy variation with L

from irregular to regular with increasing adatom coverage by
increasing the adsorbate size. Specifically, there is a switch in

FIG. 13. Schematics for three types of exchange between an
initial adatom (blue dot) and one surface atom (labeled as S) of (111)
surface. A red arrow indicates that the initial adatom kicks the surface
atom S out of the surface lattice and takes the place of the atom S; a
green arrow indicates that the atom S is pushed to an adjacent hcp or
fcc site and becomes a new adatom.

energy magnitude at L = 4 and 5 from Ead to Ep1 to Et1, and
finally to E1ML.

APPENDIX C: TWO-ATOM EXCHANGE ON Pb(111)

A fcc (111) surface has the most close-packed geometry
relative to other indexed planes, and therefore it is expected
that the exchange diffusion between the adatom and one atom
of the (111) surface should be the least unfavorable relative to
adatom hopping [79]. Nevertheless, here we want to confirm
this expectation by calculating the exchange diffusion barriers
of Pb adatom on Pb(111). As shown in Fig. 13, there are three
types of exchange between the adatom and one of its adjacent
surface atoms on a (111) surface: (i) hcp → hcp, where the
adatom is initially at a hcp site, and the surface atom is pushed
to another NN hcp site; (ii) hcp → fcc (fcc → hcp), where the
adatom is initially at a hcp (fcc) site, and the surface atom is
pushed to a NN fcc (hcp) site; and (iii) fcc → fcc, where the
adatom is initially at a fcc site, and the surface atom is pushed
to another NN fcc site. hcp → fcc and fcc → hcp are reverse
processes of each other and thus share the same MEP.

In Table III we list the diffusion barriers for three types
of two-atom exchange mechanism from our PBEsol and PBE
calculations for Pb adatom on a 5-ML Pb(111) film. From
Table III the type of hcp → hcp has the smallest exchange

TABLE III. Diffusion barriers Ed for three types (hcp → hcp,
hcp → fcc, and fcc → fcc) of two-atom exchange mechanism from
our PBEsol and PBE calculations for Pb adatom on a 5-ML Pb(111)
film using 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 unit cells. All energies are in units of meV.
In these cNEB calculations for exchange, we always use 15 images
plus 2 endpoints.

PBEsol PBE PBE
Unit cell size 5 × 5 5 × 5 3 × 3a

k mesh 9 × 9 × 1 9 × 9 × 1 11 × 11 × 1

hcp → hcp 380 300 366
hcp → fcc 402 333 383
fcc → fcc 479 394 358

aUsing a 3 × 3 unit cell with a k mesh of 5 × 5 × 1 and optimizing
uppermost 2 ML of 5-ML Pb(111) substrate, Lin et al. obtain a PBE
exchange barrier of 110 meV [30].
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barrier of 380 (300) meV from our PBEsol (PBE) calculation
with a 5 × 5 unit cell. This value is much larger than the
corresponding hopping barrier of 20 (27) meV in Table S2
[64]. Because Lin et al. obtained a PBE exchange barrier of
only 110 meV using a 3 × 3 unit cell [30], we also use the same
unit cell size, but obtain a PBE exchange barrier of 358 meV at
least (see Table III). Thus, our results for two-atom exchange
barrier of Pb on Pb(111) are significantly different from Lin
et al.’s result.

Finally, we mention that most of our obtained MEP curves
(not shown) from the cNEB method for the above three types
of two-atom exchange mechanism are double-peaked, but we
find that the curve shape sometimes sensitively depends on the
initial geometry or unit cell size, e.g., for the type of fcc → fcc
exchange, we obtain a single-peaked MEP curve when using
a 5 × 5 unit cell, while it is double-peaked when using a 3 × 3
unit cell.

APPENDIX D: TWO-ATOM EXCHANGE ON Pb(100)

Here we also provide the details for how to appropriately
build the initial symmetric geometry when one uses the SR
method to obtain the two-atom exchange diffusion barrier.
Obviously there are many choices of two-atom separation and
the atom height for the initial geometry, but a judicious choice
can make the energy optimization efficient. In Fig. 14 we

FIG. 14. Schematic of initial geometry used to directly obtain the
TS or saddle point for two-atom diagonal exchange diffusion on a
fcc or bcc (100) surface by the SR method. After full relaxation, it is
optimized to the geometry indicated in the middle image of the inset
of Fig. 6(c).

illustrate an experiential initial geometry that the adatom A and
the surface atom S are separated by 2a/3 along the diagonal
and symmetrically aligned above the vacancy left by S; the
height of both A and S is set to be a/5. After full relaxation,
the initial geometry in Fig. 14 will be optimized to the TS (or
saddle-point) configuration which is indicated in the middle
image of the inset of Fig. 6(c). The geometry in Fig. 14 as an
initial configuration is actually already used in our previous
work to efficiently calculate the exchange barriers for other
metal-on-metal(100) systems [74].
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